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RECOGNIZE THE ROLE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE PLAYS IN THE
CUSTOMER BUYING JOURNEY
CX + CJ = More Sales!
CX = Customer Experience
CJ = Customer Journey
In today’s session we are going to explore how to drive more traffic, leads, and
sales when you add CX + CJ into one indestructible sales and marketing blueprint.

THE CUSTOMER’S BUYING JOURNEY
AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

DECISION

1. Awareness Stage: The buyer realizes he or she has a need.
2. Consideration Stage: The buyer defines the need and researches options.
3. Decision Stage: The buyer chooses a solution.

NOTES
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THE FAN FACTOR ™
WHEN YOUR FANS START DOING THE SELLING AND
MARKETING FOR YOU!
•

What if we started treating our clients, buyers, customers, prospects and
online followers like FANS at a rock concert?

•

What if we started calling our clients, buyers, customers, prospects, ups and
followers FANS instead?

•

What if we gave the FANS what they want in our online content?

•

What if the FANS became the focus of our content instead of ourselves?

NOTES
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WHAT IS A PURPLE GOLDFISH?
The entire premise of Purple Goldfish is that the customer must come first.
Customer experience should be priority number one. It’s essential that you stop
focusing all of your energy on “the two in the bush” (i.e. your prospects) and start
taking better care of “the one in your hand” (i.e. your current customers).
Many of your favorite companies use Purple Goldfish, whether they use the term
or not. Five Guy’s gives extra “bonus fries” in the bag and ballpark peanuts while
you wait. Izzy’s Ice Cream has the little scoop or “Izzy” added to the top of each
cone. Safelite unexpectedly details your car while the windshield resin dries.
Nurse Next Door delivers a warm apple pie when they’ve made a mistake. All
of these examples embrace the concept of G.L.U.E. or Giving Little Unexpected
Extras.

NOTES
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PURPLE GOLDFISH IN THE WILD
From your own experience, think of a Purple Goldfish you’ve encountered in the
wild and how it aligns with the concept of G.L.U.E. Write your answers below to
share with the group.

DESCRIBE A PURPLE GOLDFISH YOU’VE
ENCOUNTERED:
HOTEL												
													
RESTAURANT												
													
RETAIL												
													
OTHER												
											

DESCRIBE HOW YOUR PURPLE GOLDFISH ALIGNS
TO THE CONCEPT OF G.L.U.E:
GIVE													
LITTLE													
UNEXPECTED											
EXTRAS										
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CONVERT VISITORS INTO FANS
DURING THE AWARENESS PHASE OF
THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
THE AWARENESS PHASE
The Awareness Phase of the buying journey happens online!
•

90% of new home buyers used the Internet to search

•

72% began research with a Google search

•

70% made a purchase because of social media

•

80% buyer’s decisions were influenced by online reviews

•

35% of buyer’s bid on a home sight-unseen

ON A SCALE FROM 1 – 10, (10 BEING WOW!) HOW
FANTASTIC IS YOUR WEBSITE?

0

10

Your website is the bridge from the Awareness Phase to the Consideration and
Decision Phases of the Buyer’s Journey.
PRO TIP: Review the Top Pages Report in Google Analytics with your sales team!
The Top Pages report shows how many web visitors are considering a particular
community, inventory home or home design.
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THE CONSIDERATION PHASE
What do your Internet empowered, social media savvy, highly informed home
buyer’s want from a New Home Consultant? Relevance!

TEST YOUR RELEVANCE QUOTIENT:
•

When you first meet with a FAN, how much do you assume they know?

•

What specifically do you say or do to ascertain what they know?

•

Are you prepared to ditch the pitch and completely customize your presentation?

THREE QUICK TIPS TO BECOME MORE RELEVANT
1. Assume a Relationship – Most home buyers have visited your website multiple
times before they visit a model home or sales office. They know your product.
They have built a relationship with you in their mind. Treat them like the FAN they
are!
2. Drop the Clichés – Nothing makes someone feel like you don’t care like sales
clichés. Remember people don’t like to be sold to, but they love to buy. Drop the
act and be the genuine, authentic person you are! They will love you!
3. Be Specific to Add Value – Your FANS have read all of the information on the
website about your amenities and floor plans. They aren’t looking for more facts
and figures that are easily found online. They need you to go deep and share
your in-depth knowledge about new home construction, the local area, and how
to build a new home.
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CONSIDERATION—
CREATE CUSTOMERS, NOT JUST
TRANSACTIONS
WHAT IS YOUR NUMBER ONE JOB?
If you were to ask every sales representative in your company this question, how
would they answer? Chances are good that you’d hear about generating sales. After
all, that’s how they’re incentivized. While sales might be the goal, focusing on the
customer means that your number one job is to create customers, not necessarily to
create sales. By focusing on creating customers, sales will follow, and so will positive
word-of-mouth and referrals!

“Getting to know the customer as a person is the most
important thing.” — Sales Manager
WARMTH AND COMPETENCE
People like doing business with companies and people that give them a sense
of pride. Research indicates that companies need to demonstrate both warmth
and competence to build a sense of pride for their customers. While competence
relates to the quality of the product and your company’s ability to deliver it,
warmth deals with how you make the customer feel. Your goal in sales is to build
a genuine relationship with your prospects, such that they want to do business
with you.
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CREATING A
#FOMO-WORTHY EXPERIENCE
WHAT EMOTIONS DO YOU WANT YOUR
PRODUCT TO CONVEY?

WHICH TOUCHPOINTS ALLOW YOU TO
REINFORCE THOSE EMOTIONS?

HOW CAN YOU BE HIGH TECH AND HIGH TOUCH?

CREATING #FOMO
CREATE THE EXPERIENCE

TRIGGER SHARING

•

Unexpected

•

Visual

•

Exclusive

•

Simple

•

Relatable

•

Encouraged
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THE FIVE INGREDIENTS OR
R.U.L.E.S. OF A PURPLE GOLDFISH
There are five ingredients or R.U.L.E.S. when creating a purple goldfish:
•

Relevant - it should be of value to the recipient

•

Unexpected - it should “surprise and delight”

•

Limited - it should be something rare, hard to find or signature to your
business

•

Expression - it should be a sign that you care

•

Sticky - it should be memorable and talkable

TWELVE TYPES OF
PURPLE GOLDFISH
There are twelve impactful ways you can provide little extras. Half of the
Purple Goldfish are based on value and the remaining half dozen are based on
maintenance:
VALUE
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MAINTENANCE

#1. Throw-ins

#7. Follow-Up / Thank You

#2. In the Bag / Out of the Box

#8. Added Service

#3. Sampling

#9. Convenience

#4. First & Last Impressions

#10. Waiting

#5. Guarantees

#11. Special Needs

#6. Pay it Forward

#12. Handling Mistakes
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DRIVING VALUE
Of the 12 types of Purple Goldfish, six drive customer value. Each type adds a
distinct “extra” for the customer and makes them feel they’ve received more
than they’ve paid. Here are examples of each type of Purple Goldfish:
#1. Throw-ins – little extras that are included with your product or service. They
help you stand out in a ’sea of sameness’. Southwest Airlines – ‘Bags Fly Free’ and
no change fees on Southwest.
#2. In the Bag / Out of the Box – little unexpected things that are added as a
surprise. Maggiano’s – order a pasta dish and Maggiano’s will pack an additional
one up for you to take home on the house.
#3. Sampling – give your customer an ‘additional’ taste by offering a free
’something extra’ on the house. Bigelow Tea – order a box of tea from Bigelow
and you’ll be treated to a sample of another flavor on the house.
#4. First & Last Impressions – you have two chances to make an impression.
When your customer comes through the door and right before they walk out,
hang up or log off. These little extras make you memorable and more importantly
‘talkable’. Hard Rock – When you check in the Hard Rock will let you sample a
Gibson guitar. Check in, plug-in and rock out.
#5. Guarantees - giving your customers that ‘little extra’ pledge that you’ll stand
behind your product or service. LL Bean – Leon Leonwood backs his product for a
lifetime.
#6. Pay it Forward (value) – give a ‘little extra’ back to the community. Plaza
Cleaners – if you are out of work and need a suit cleaned for an interview, Plaza
will clean it for free.

NOTES
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CREATING YOUR PURPLE
GOLDFISH: VALUE
Using what you learned about driving value, consider your own organization. Can
you think of a Purple Goldfish you could offer for each type of value?

CONSIDERING YOUR OWN BUSINESS AND CUSTOMERS,
DESIGN A PURPLE GOLDFISH FOR EACH TYPE OF VALUE:
TYPE
Throw-ins
In the Bag / Out of the Box
Sampling
First & Last Impressions
Guarantees
Pay it Forward
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YOUR PURPLE GOLDFISH

BEING LOW MAINTENANCE
Of the 12 types of Purple Goldfish, six are about being low maintenance.
Each type deepens your relationship with the customer and positions your
organization as easy to work with. Here are examples of each type of Purple
Goldfish:
#7. Follow-Up/Thank You – make the ‘little extra’ follow up with your customer.
Rite Aid follows up with a call to check on a patient.
#8. Added Service – the ‘little extra’ that’s an added unexpected service. Safelite
– not only repairs or replaces your glass, but they also vacuum your car and clean
your windows.
#9. Convenience – what ‘little extra’ can you add to make things easier for your
customers. Amazon – Frustration free packaging that’s hassle free and good for
the environment.
#10. Waiting – all customers hate to wait. If it’s inevitable, how can you do a ‘little
extra’ to make it more bearable. Pacific Cafe – while you wait for your table, enjoy
a glass of wine on the house.
#11. Special Needs – acknowledging that some customers have needs that
require special attention. Rainforest Cafe – the restaurant caters to the needs of
customer by doing a ‘little extra’ for those with food allergies.
#12. Handling Mistakes – admitting that your wrong and doing the ‘little extra’
above & beyond to make it more than right. Nurse Next Door – this nursing
agency in Canada takes the idea of ‘humble pie’ literally by delivering a pie when
they make a mistake.

NOTES
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CREATING YOUR PURPLE
GOLDFISH: MAINTENANCE
Using what you learned about being low maintenance, consider your own
organization. Can you think of a Purple Goldfish you could offer for each type of
maintenance?

CONSIDERING YOUR OWN BUSINESS AND CUSTOMERS,
DESIGN A PURPLE GOLDFISH FOR EACH TYPE OF
MAINTENANCE:
TYPE
Follow-Up/Thank You
Added Service
Convenience
Waiting
Special Needs
Handling Mistakes
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YOUR PURPLE GOLDFISH
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